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The content of this promotion has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

This document, which is personal to the recipient and has also been prepared by and is the sole responsibility of OnTheMarket plc (the “Company”), comprises these presentation slides (the “Slides” or the

“presentation”) for the sole use of those attending the presentation. This document shall not and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer to make an investment in ordinary shares in the Company.

The Slides are confidential and are being supplied to you solely for your information and may not without the Company’s consent be reproduced, distributed or otherwise disclosed to any other person or

published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. The information contained herein is subject to change, without notice, at the discretion of the Company and the Company does not undertake to revise or update

this information in any way.

Some information contained herein has been obtained from other third party sources and has not been independently verified by the Company. The Company makes no representations as to the accuracy or the

completeness of any of the information herein. Neither the Company nor any other party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the data makes any express or implied warranties or

representations with respect to such data (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof) and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim, to the maximum extent permitted by law and regulation, any and all

responsibility or liability as to the accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of the information provided.

Nothing in the Slides is, or should be relied on as, a promise or representation as to the future. The Slides may contain forward-looking statements, which relate, inter alia, to the Group’s proposed strategy,

plans and objectives. Forward-looking statements are sometimes identified by the use of terminology such as “believes”, “expects”, “may”, “will”, “could”, “should”, “shall”, “risk”, “intends”, “estimates”, “aims”,

“plans”, “predicts”, “continues”, “assumes”, “positions” or “anticipates” or the negatives thereof, other variations thereon or comparable terminology. By its very nature, such forward looking information requires

the Group to make assumptions that may or may not materialise. They are not historical facts, nor are they guarantees of future performance. Because these forward-looking statements involve risks and

uncertainties, there are important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as

of the date of this presentation and accordingly you should not place undue reliance on such statements. Past performance of the Company cannot be relied upon as a guide to future performance. No

representations or warranties of any kind are made by any person as to the accuracy of such statements, estimates or projections, or that any of the events expressed or implied in any such statements,

estimates or projections will actually occur. The Company is not under any obligation, and expressly disclaims any intention, to update or revise any such statements, estimates or projections. No statement in

the Slides is intended as a profit forecast or a profit estimate and no statement in the Slides or accompanying verbal presentation should be interpreted to mean that earnings per share for the current or future

financial periods would necessarily match or exceed historical published earnings per share. As a result, you are cautioned not to place any undue reliance on such forward-looking statements.

The distribution of the Slides may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this presentation comes should inform themselves about and observe any relevant restrictions. This presentation does

not constitute an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity. Similarly, this presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue or any solicitation of any offer to

purchase or subscribe for any securities of the Company in any jurisdiction, nor shall it (nor any part of it) or the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, or act as any

inducement to enter into, any contract or investment decision in relation thereto.

Terms and conditions relating to the Slides and the presentation and any matter or dispute (whether contractual or non-contractual) arising out of them shall be governed by and construed in accordance with

English law and the English Courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction in relation to any such matter or dispute. By attending the presentation of the Slides, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations and

restrictions and, in particular, will be taken to have represented, warranted and undertaken that: (i) you have read and agree to comply with the contents of this notice; and (ii) you will not forward the Slides to

any other person, or reproduce or publish this document, in whole or in part, for any purpose.
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Progress since Admission on 9 February 2018

Rapidly expand agent base and

property stock

Increase marketing spend to drive

website traffic and leads to agents

Conversion of free trial agents to

paying from March 2019 once the

portal is demonstrably delivering value

New products delivered to support

agents and open new revenue streams

What we said……

Agent branches over 12,500 and UK residential

listings now 83% of Zoopla and 65% of Rightmove

Leads per advertiser now believed up with Zoopla

and catching up with Rightmove

Conversion begun and new agents being

recruited to paying contracts. Almost 1,000

branches signed of which 57% in long term

contracts with share issue. Monthly ARPA £337

Match of Rightmove’s key agent product set

almost complete, first three additional advertising

products already launched and earning

What we’ve delivered……

Delivery of our strategy is changing the market and creating the potential for a 

major shift of value from Rightmove and Zoopla



FY2019 Results
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FY2019 – a transformational year

£m 12 months to

31 January 2019

12 months to 

31 January 2018

Change

Revenue1 14.2 13.6 4%

Adjusted operating (loss) / profit2 (13.6) 3.9 n/a

Operating loss (14.5) (10.8) (34)%

Loss after tax (14.5) (12.1) (20)%

EPS (p) (24.02) (34.03) 29%

Year end cash balance 15.7 3.2 391%

Cash balance at 31 May 2019 10.2

ARPA3 (£pm) 130 198 (34%)

Average branches listing 9,460 5,694 66%

Branches under contract - 31 Jan and 31 May 2019 12,500+ - -

Visits4 (m) 158.9 77.3 106%

1 This is the first full year in which the Group has prepared financial statements under IFRS 15, “Revenue from contracts with customers”. The prior 

year period has been restated to aid comparison.

2 Adjusted operating (loss) / profit is defined as operating (loss) / profit before finance costs, taxation, share based payments (including charges 

relating to shares issued for agent recruitment), specific professional fees and non-recurring items. This is an alternative performance measure and 

should not be considered an alternative to IFRS measures, such as revenue or operating profit.

3 Average revenue per property advertiser, being revenues due from property advertisers for a period divided by the average number of property 

advertisers for that period. ARPA presented herein is the average of the monthly ARPAs for the period.

4 Visits comprise individual sessions on OnTheMarket.com's web based portal or mobile applications by users for the period indicated as measured 

by Google Analytics.

• Admission to AIM on 9 February 2018 with £30M 

capital raise. Majority of agent shareholders at 

Admission entered new 5-year listing agreements 

and lock-in arrangements to retain the majority of 

their shares for 5 years.

• Focus on building agent members and property 

listings, mainly by offering free trials, albeit a small 

number of large agents signed long term paying 

contracts.

• Losses reflect investment in building the organisation 

and in marketing - up from £2.2m in 2018 to £14.9m 

in 2019 - to drive up the scale of the portal and the 

value it can deliver to advertisers.

• Substantial growth in agents, listings, traffic and 

leads achieved with lower than planned expenditure, 

reflected in year-end and current cash balance.

• Revenues now broadly covering operational costs 

before marketing and growing.

• Litigation risks receded with Court of Appeal 

dismissal of our opponent’s challenge to the original 

ruling by the Competition Appeal Tribunal upholding 

the validity of our contracts with agents. Now 

seeking recovery of our costs and losses resulting 

from our opponent’s breach of contract.
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Portals – agent offices 

Source: Rightmove/ZPG data from their most recent published regulatory statements. Hybrids/off high street and Corporates estimated.

Zoopla property stock taken from its public website at 31 May 2019

US Private 70% owned by over 2,000 Institutional

Equity agent firms at Admission shareholders  

Up to 36M new shares to issue to 

new agents committing long term

UK residential property stock 

of OnTheMarket is now:

- over 83% of Zoopla’s

- over 65% of Rightmove’s

Both Zoopla’s and Rightmove’s

stock numbers include listings 

direct from New Homes 

Developers, a market which OTM 

has yet to address.
12,264 12,500+

14,328 

2,000 

2,000 
1,000 

1,000 

ZPG OTM RMV

PORTALS - OFFICES LISTING
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We have grown rapidly: agents, traffic and brand awareness
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Prompted awareness – All adults

Prompted awareness – Property-seekers

Our marketing is targeted to active property-seekers: those who may 

generate enquiries and business for our advertisers.

The brand awareness research (YouGov) segments from people in 

the All Adults survey those who have moved home in the last 5 

months or who are actively looking to move now.

We are on track to reach the prompted awareness levels of our key 

competitors whilst spending marketing money efficiently to generate 

traffic and leads to advertisers.

From IPO, the key objectives were rapidly to build agents and property 

stock on the portal and to progressively grow consumer traffic. The 

majority of the growth has been from offering free trials to attract agents 

to support the portal with a view to inviting them to pay once sufficient 

value has been demonstrated.

In the early post-IPO months, growth in agent offices outstripped traffic 

growth but traffic growth has accelerated since September when a new 

TV advertising campaign was launched and the cumulative effect of the 

build in engaged consumer users of the portal began to take effect.

Zoopla Property Group prospectus, June 2014
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We are closing the gap on consumer engagement….

Source: Rightmove 2018 full year results, OTM company data

517

2018

66% 62%

Alerts sent UK properties listed at year end

Rightmove sent 781M alerts to

over 2 million people across 2018

Over 1 million people are currently active 

users of OnTheMarket’s property alerts

OnTheMarket sent over 100 million 

instant property alerts in May 2019
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Building network effects and value to advertisers – as others’ reduce
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RM + Z+ OTM 312 369 335 328 310 310 310 (est)

OTM share 0% 6% 7% 14% 13% 18% 33%

1 2
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2

26 January 2015, OTM launches, 4,600 offices. 

Zoopla suffers big loss of property stock

9 February 2018 IPO, £30M raise, 5,500 offices

2018 H1 Leads growth lags offices growth

Monthly leads per UK residential property advertiser
Agent offices and New Homes developments (at period end)

Source: Rightmove and ZPG data taken from their published regulatory statements. 

2018 H2 Network effects accelerate:

More properties viewed by more engaged 

property seekers = more leads

September 2018: New TV ad launches.

Compared with February 2018: 

Offices 2x Visits 3x Leads 4x

Sales team complete and starts engaging with 

agents to encourage ‘New & Exclusive’ and 

other support for OTM. 

January 2019: 12,500 offices, record traffic. 

Compared with February 2018:

Offices 2.25x Visits 4x Leads 7x

May 2019:

Visits up 8% Leads up 15% vs January 2019

3

3
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We undercut Rightmove on price…..and will soon match their agent product set

For every £100 of monthly fees:   

2015 28 leads 

2018 17  leads

Based on £1,005 monthly ARPA for 2018

For every £100 of monthly fees:   

May 2019 30 leads

Based on a monthly ARPA of £337

Source: Rightmove data taken from their published regulatory statements

Our agent portal now provides:

- access to marketing materials

- performance reporting

- stored telephone calls

- stored email enquiries 

- Market Appraisal Guide

- Market Intelligence Report (beta)

- access to Additional Products

This calculation takes no account of the value of the

OnTheMarket plc shares which agents may receive 

alongside their long term listing agreements 
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We have begun offering additional advertising to agents and others

Our first three additional advertising products went live in April:

‘Spotlight properties’ are bought by local area on a monthly 

basis.

Banners appear on the search results and in property alert 

emails and are bought by local area and volume.

Sales so far on an inbound enquiry basis only. Active selling will 

begin shortly.

Further products will be delivered later this year.
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Agents are engaging to support us..
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All time agent firms participated in Property Alerts

‘New & Exclusive’

Founder members committed to supporting our ‘New & Exclusive’ programme 

prior to the launch of OnTheMarket in January 2015. Support for the programme 

grew further following the launch but we were not resourced to drive it via one-to-

one meetings with agents.

Since September 2018, our increased sales team has been engaging with agents 

(mainly trial agents) to encourage participation with strong results. 

Property alerts

Since September 2018, our increased sales team has been engaging with agents 

(mainly trial agents) to encourage the set up of OnTheMarket property alerts when 

they register new applicants.

The results in alerts set up and leads generated are directly measurable.

We believe there is considerable further potential to expand agents’ 

participation in ‘New & Exclusive’ and Property Alerts set up.  These are 

highly effective, low cost ways for them to deliver competitive advantage for 

the agent-backed portal.
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Free trialists are converting and new agents are signing direct to paying contracts

Over 6,500 free trial agent branches become eligible for conversion this year. The conversion to paying 

contracts has begun and new agents are signing direct to paying contracts

Almost 1,000 branches have already signed up to paying contracts

• ARPA £337

• 57% are on a long-term contract (3 or 5 years) with shares

• majority of the balance are 1 year contracts with option to convert to a long-term contract with shares

Branches on paying contracts continue to grow as:

• our portal performance continues to improve

• our product offering widens

• competitors’ performance and value for money has reduced

• our sales team engage with more eligible agents



Conclusions and outlook
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Transferring value within the portals market…

Source: Google Analytics; Company data

More leads per advertiser and growth continues: already caught up Zoopla and catching Rightmove

Our cost per lead is believed lower than Zoopla’s and is much lower than Rightmove’s

Some evidence that more agents are leaving Rightmove: our sales team know of at least 80 agents this year

Some current evidence Rightmove is softening on price

Our research indicates Zoopla agent numbers are flat or down as confirmed by the fall in its property listings 

Agents’ support for OnTheMarket is strengthening

Almost 1,000 agent branches already signed to paying 

contracts and the numbers are growing
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..in a tough environment for agents

2019 market conditions and prospects are “sluggish”, “slow”, “subdued” and “challenging”, worsened by protracted “Brexit (or 

not)” and general economic and political “uncertainty”, according to industry bodies. Prime London especially challenging

Government policy in the buy-to-let market, increases in stamp duty on second properties and lower mortgage interest tax 

relief have also reduced demand. Buy-to-let mortgage completions were around 40% lower in 2018 than in 2015 

Tenant fees ban is, as of 1 June 2019,  hitting letting agents’ income in England

Agents report continuing pressure on commission rates and margins

Agents must take action to reduce costs and position to hold and build their market share over 

the short and the medium term. OnTheMarket is the strategic alternative they need to help them.

2018 market conditions were broadly stable.

Rightmove’s 2018 results presentation states:
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Outlook

Continue building property listings, brand awareness, traffic, lead generation and agent confidence

Manage the conversion process, taking account of market conditions, to maximise our paying agent base

Deliver more planned new products for agents to support them and generate revenue for us: make it possible to leave 

Rightmove without losing key services on which they rely

Develop new customer types: New Homes builders are the next opportunity

Manage costs in line with revenues

Begin active promotion of our new products: efficiency tools for agents and additional advertising opportunities 

Look for new partnering and other opportunities to expand our agent and consumer propositions

The agent-backed portal is on track to deliver a valuable, market-leading alternative to 

Rightmove and Zoopla by providing a premier property search experience, charging 

sustainably fair prices to advertisers and developing the range of services it provides 



Appendix
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Data table for Rightmove and Zoopla 

Source: Rightmove and ZPG data taken from their published regulatory statements

ZOOPLA PROPERTY PORTALS
Year to 30 September 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 H1 2018 H2 2018

Leads 6,900,000   9,000,000    26,100,000 29,200,000 25,200,000 23,000,000 22,000,000 9,800,000   

Agent offices UK 8763 16092 15858 16373 12702 13999 14775 15264

New Homes UK developments UK 1724 2278 2539 2715 2706 2610 2861 2539

TOTAL UK residential advertisers 10487 18370 18397 19088 15408 16609 17636 17803

Other advertisers inc Overseas and Commercial 151 279 575 1003 1489 N/A N/A

TOTAL property advertisers 10487 18521 18676 19663 16411 18098 N/A N/A

Leads per Total property advertiser per month 55 40 116 124 128 106 N/A N/A

Leads per UK residential advertiser per month 55 41 118 127 136 115 104 92

Average revenue per UK residential advertiser per month £107 £138 £265 £315 £353 £354

RIGHTMOVE
Year to 31 December 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 H1 2018 H2 2018

Leads 19,600,000 21,200,000  36,000,000 42,800,000 49,800,000 47,000,000 43,600,000 22,000,000 20,000,000 42,000,000 

Agent offices UK 15078 15244 16166 16843 17336 17462 17626 17585 17328

New Homes UK developments UK 2668 2436 2259 2461 2416 2659 2801 2865 3126

TOTAL UK property advertisers 17746 17680 18425 19304 19752 20121 20427 20450 20454 20454

Other advertisers inc Overseas 530 590 1226 2057 2581 2476 2297 2412

TOTAL property advertisers 18276 18270 19651 21361 22333 22597 22724 22862

Leads per Total property advertiser per month 89 97 153 167 186 173 160 160

Average leads per UK residential advertiser per month 92 100 163 185 210 195 178 179 163 171

Average revenue per UK residential advertiser per month £443 £529 £607 £684 £754 £842 £922 £987 £1,023 £1,005


